The advent of space-based photometry provides the opportunity for the first precise characterizations of variability in Mercury-Manganese (HgMn/CP3) stars, which might advance our understanding of their internal structure. We have carried out a spectroscopic and photometric investigation of the candidate CP3 star KIC 6128830. A detailed abundance analysis based on newly-acquired high-resolution spectra was performed, which confirms that the star's abundance pattern is fully consistent with its proposed classification. Photometric variability was investigated using four years of archival Kepler data. In agreement with results from the literature, we have identified a single significant and independent frequency f 1 = 0.2065424 d −1 with a peak-to-peak amplitude of ∼3.4 mmag and harmonic frequencies up to 5 f 1 . Drawing on the predictions of state-of-the-art pulsation models and information on evolutionary status, we discuss the origin of the observed light changes. Our calculations predict the occurrence of g-mode pulsations at the observed variability frequency. On the other hand, the strictly mono-periodic nature of the variability strongly suggests a rotational origin. While we prefer the rotational explanation, the present data leave some uncertainty.
INTRODUCTION
The chemically peculiar (CP) stars are typically encountered between spectral types early B to early F and make up about 10 % of upper main-sequence objects. They exhibit peculiar atmospheric compositions that deviate significantly from the solar abundance pattern. Some CP stars are characterized by large excesses (up to several orders of magnitude) of heavy elements such as Si, Cr, Hg or the rare-earth elements (Preston 1974) , while the atmospheres of other groups of CP stars are depleted in certain elements, as has been established e.g. for the He-weak stars. The chemical peculiarities are generally thought to be caused by atomic diffusion, i.e. the interplay of radiative levitation and gravitational settling operating in the calm radiative atmospheres of slowly E-mail: ernham@rz-online.de rotating stars (Michaud 1970; Richer et al. 2000) . Most elements sink under the influence of gravity; however, those with absorption lines near the local flux maximum are radiatively driven outward.
The CP stars are commonly divided into four groups: CP1 stars (the metallic-line or Am/Fm stars), CP2 stars (the magnetic Bp/Ap stars), CP3 stars (the MercuryManganese or HgMn stars) and CP4 stars (the He-weak stars). The CP2/4 stars are characterized by the presence of globally-organized magnetic fields, which are likely of fossil origin (Braithwaite & Spruit 2004) and attain strengths of up to several tens of kG (Aurière et al. 2007 ). The CP1/3 stars are generally considered to be non-magnetic or only very weakly magnetic objects. However, several recent studies have challenged this view, as discussed below.
The CP3 stars, which are relevant to the present investigation, occupy the temperature range of 10 000 K ≤ T eff ≤ 16 000 K (Smith 1996; Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) and are generally very slow rotators. They have no or only very little convective motion in their atmospheres and exhibit unusually strong surface enhancements of Hg and Mn (up to 6 and 3 dex, respectively). Numerous other peculiarities are observed in these stars, such as increased abundances of elements like P, Y, Sr and Xe, and depletions of other elements like He, Ni or Al (Castelli & Hubrig 2004) . Heavy elements are generally found to be overabundant; the strength of the observed overabundance typically increases with atomic number. CP3 stars present highly individualistic abundance patterns, and striking differences in abundance ratios are observed from one star to another (Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) .
It has yet to be fully understood why diffusion processes are creating significantly different atmospheric compositions in stars of similar temperature (Cowley 2014) . A binarity fraction of more than 50 % (up to 91 %; Schöller et al. 2010) has been established among the CP3 stars (Smith 1996) and has been proposed to have a fundamental impact on the observed chemical peculiarities, primarily through tidal interaction.
At least some CP3 stars exhibit an inhomogeneous distribution of elements on their surfaces, and obvious signs of secular evolution of these structures have been found (Kochukhov et al. 2007 ). Variations of the line profiles of several atomic species have been observed and interpreted in terms of chemical spots of elements such as Ti, Sr and Y, which are assumed to be present at high atmospheric altitudes (Adelman et al. 2002; Hubrig et al. 2006; Briquet et al. 2010) . This is reminiscent of the magnetic CP2 stars, which are characterized by the presence of surface abundance inhomogeneities. Flux is redistributed in the chemical spots, and -as the stars rotate -the changing viewing angle leads to photometric variability with the rotation period (Stibbs 1950) . While spot formation in CP2 stars is quite well understood and related to the presence of strong, globally-organized magnetic fields, the situation is less clear for the CP3 stars, which have traditionally been regarded as lacking strong, organized magnetic fields.
Considerable effort has therefore been devoted to the investigation of the magnetic properties of CP3 stars, with conflicting results. Several studies have indicated the presence of weak or tangled fields in these objects (Hubrig et al. , 2012 , while other studies failed to detect magnetic field signatures in the spectral line profiles (see Kochukhov et al. 2013 , and references therein). To explain the observed abundance inhomogeneities, several mechanisms (only some of which depend on the presence of magnetic fields) have been proposed and investigated, e.g. time-dependent atomic diffusion (Alecian et al. 2009 ) and atomic diffusion in the presence of a weak, multipolar magnetic field (Alecian 2012 (Alecian , 2013 .
CP3 stars occupy a part of the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram that also harbours pulsating variables such as the ('chemically-normal') Slowly-Pulsating B (SPB) stars. Indeed, Turcotte & Richard (2003) have presented calculations predicting an iron accumulation in the upper layers of the envelopes of CP3 stars, which should lead to pulsational driving via the κ mechanism and variability similar to that observed in SPB stars. However, observations have largely contradicted theoretical predictions: (single) CP3 stars are among the least photometrically variable of the CP stars (Adelman 1998) , which suggests that important physical processes are not covered adequately by the models.
More recently, Alecian et al. (2009) have also presented calculations that favour the excitation of non-radial g modes in CP3 stars, as found in SPB stars. Drawing on precise photometry from the CoRoT space mission ), they were able to establish periodic light variations with properties compatible with the theoretically-predicted pulsational variability (periods of 2.53 and 4.3 d, amplitudes less than 1.6 mmag) in at least two of the three investigated faint CP3 stars. The authors presented arguments that favour pulsational variability as the source of the observed photometric variability but were not able to reach a final conclusion.
In their investigation of the variability of B-type stars using early Kepler data (Borucki et al. 2010 ) from quarters Q0 to Q4, Balona et al. (2011) identified nearly sinusoidal, monoperiodic light variations with a period of 4.84 d and an amplitude of 3.6 mmag in the CP3-star candidate KIC 6128830 (Catanzaro et al. 2010 ). They did not investigate the star in detail; however, based on the properties of the photometric variability and the consistency of the photometric period with the v sin i value of 15 km s −1 determined by Catanzaro et al. (2010) , they suggested rotational modulation as the underlying mechanism of the observed light variations.
Using observations from the STEREO spacecrafts (Bewsher et al. 2010), Paunzen et al. (2013) identified light variations in 11 CP3 stars. For seven objects, photometric variability was established for the first time. However, because of a lack of data, no decision about the type of variability could be reached, and the authors cautioned that further observations are needed. Detailed analyses for these objects are not yet available.
Using CoRoT observations, Ghazaryan et al. (2013) investigated the bright CP3 star HD 175640, with the main aim of probing the existence of granulation signature. In agreement with the expectations, no granulation signature was found. Furthermore, no clear pulsational signal was identified. The authors conclude that, even if pulsational variability may be present in some CP3 stars, it is not a systematic characteristic of the group of CP3 stars as a whole. Morel et al. (2014) have reviewed the current status of photometric variability in CP3 stars and presented a detailed investigation of the light variability of the CP3 star HD 45975 using CoRoT observations, with the aim of investigating, and possibly establishing, the presence of pulsations in this object. They have found significant differences in the level of variability observed in the spectral lines from one element to the next. While obvious periodic variations are present in the line profiles of elements such as Y, Mn or Cr, no variability has been detected for other elements such as Hg. Furthermore, a phase lag between the variability of the different ions was established. The authors concluded that the light variability of HD 45975 is more compatible with rotational modulation of abundance spots on the surface and, if this assumption is correct, place an upper limit of 50 ppm on the amplitude of any possible pulsational variations in HD 45975.
Further evidence for the existence of rotational variability in CP3 stars has been coming forth recently. Strassmeier et al. (2017) identified complex out-of-eclipse variabil-ity in the eclipsing, double-lined spectroscopic binary system HSS 348. At least the primary component was found to be a CP3 star. The out-of-eclipse variability is characterized by four nearly equidistant minima of different depth that remained stable in shape and amplitude throughout the CoRoT observations. Their individual photometric periods are harmonics of the same fundamental period (P = 12.47 d) which agrees, within the errors, with the transit period. The authors concluded that the out-of-eclipse variability is caused by rotational modulation due to an inhomogeneous surface structure.
Kepler K2 photometry of the Pleiades has revealed mono-periodic variability at a 10.29-d period in Maia (HD 23408; spectral type B7 III; White et al. 2017) . Phaseresolved spectroscopy showed the variability is compatible with the oblique rotator model. Since Maia has been alternately classified as a CP3 and CP4 star (see the discussion in White et al. 2017) , with weak He, strong Mn, but normal Hg lines, it may represent an intermediate object between both classes. Hence Maia is an important piece in this puzzle, but it is not yet clear where it fits.
In summary, there is no concensus yet as to what causes the observed photometric variations in CP3 stars. Arguments have been presented in favour of the existence of rotational as well as pulsational variability in these objects, with the more recent studies favouring rotational modulation. In order to add another piece to this puzzle, which might eventually contribute to its solution, we here present a detailed spectroscopic and photometric analysis of the CP3-star candidate KIC 6128830 (BD+41 3394, HIP 96210, 2MASS J19334968+4128452; RA, Dec (J2000) = 19h 33m 49s.685, +41 • 28' 45".24 (van Leeuwen 2007); V = 9.2 mag (Høg et al. 2000) ), which has not yet been the subject of a detailed investigation, with the aim of confirming its suspected status as a CP3 star and unraveling the mechanism behind its photometric variability. To this end, new spectroscopic observations and all four years of Kepler photometry have been employed.
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
In their spectroscopic characterization of Kepler early-type targets, Catanzaro et al. (2010) identified KIC 6128830 as a CP3 star candidate based on the derived values of T eff and log g and its chemical peculiarities. In addition to a strong (∼2.2 dex) overabundance of Mn, they identified a general overabundance of C, O and all iron-peak elements. However, the authors cautioned that this classification needs to be confirmed by additional spectroscopic material because their observations did not cover the blue spectral range containing the Hg line at 3984Å -an important diagnostic for CP3 stars. We have obtained new spectroscopic material in order to investigate KIC 6128830 in more detail and confirm its suspected status as a CP3 star.
Spectroscopic observation
The investigated spectrum of KIC 6128830 was taken with the cross-dispersed, fibre-fedéchelle spectrograph HERMES (High Efficiency and Resolution MercatorÉchelle Spectrograph, Raskin et al. 2011) attached to the 1.2-m Mercator telescope located on La Palma (Canary Islands). The spectrum with resolving power R ∼ 85 000 covers the visual part from 3770 to 9000Å, with signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio equal to 90 at 5500Å and was taken at BJD = 2455757.729 (midpoint of observation). It has been reduced with a dedicated pipeline 1 (Raskin 2011) , which includes all necessary steps, namely bias subtraction, extraction of scattered light produced by the optical system, cosmic ray filtering, division by a normalized flat-field, wavelength calibration by a ThArNe lamp and order merging. The normalisation to the continuum was performed with the standard iraf 2 procedure continuum.
Spectral classification
We performed a spectral classification of our star following current best practice and updated spectral standards (Gray & Corbally 2009 ). Usually, the spectral classification process of normal B-type stars relies mainly on H and He lines. Since we have noticed that the spectrum of KIC 6128830 shows He lines slightly weaker than expected for normal B stars, the He lines were excluded from the classification process. Fortunately, for late B-type stars, hydrogen lines are sensitive to both luminosity and temperature. Therefore, the spectral classification of KIC 6128830 was carried out on the basis of the Balmer lines Hγ and Hβ and yielded a spectroscopic class of B7 III. Due to the poor quality of the spectrum in this spectral range, the Hδ line was not suitable for analysis.
In the next step, the spectrum was scanned for the presence of peculiarities. In addition to the He weakness, a strong Hg line (Hg II at λ 3984) and several enhanced Mn lines (e.g. λ 4136, λ 4206 and λ 4252) were easily detected, which points to the star being a typical CP3 object. Our final classification of KIC 6128830 as B7 III HgMn is consistent with the results of Catanzaro et al. (2010) .
Atmospheric data
The Kepler Input Catalogue (KIC; Brown et al. 2011) lists an effective temperature of T eff = 9778 K and surface gravity of log g = 4.315 for our programme star, as determined from photometric calibrations. In the Huber et al. (2014) catalogue of revised stellar properties of Kepler targets, two sets of photometrically derived parameters are given: T eff = 10001 ± 350 K and log g = 4.315 ± 0.400, and T eff = 9990 +303 . A medium-resolution (R = 21000) FRESCO spectrum of KIC 6128830 was analyzed by Catanzaro et al. (2010) . The relatively narrow spectral range (λλ 4300 − 6800) did not allow for full spectral classification, but T eff and log g were determined by minimizing the difference between the observed and the synthetic Hβ profiles. As results, T eff = 12600 ± 600 K and log g = 3.5 ± 0.3 were obtained.
The same method of utilizing the sensitivity of the hydrogen lines to effective temperature and surface gravity was used here to determine these atmospheric parameters. From The same method of utilizing the sensitivity of the hydrogen lines to effective temperature and surface gravity was used here to determine these atmospheric parameters. From an investigation of the Hγ, Hβ and Hα lines, we have derived T eff = 13000 ± 400 K and log g = 3.5 ± 0.15, in agreement with the results of Catanzaro et al. (2010) . Again, due to the poor quality of the spectrum in this range, the Hδ line was not considered. Similar to the aforementioned investigators, we used an iterative approach which minimizes the differences between the observed and synthetic Balmer line profiles. To estimate the error of T eff and log g, we took into account the differences in the obtained T eff and log g values from separate Balmer lines, resulting from validity of normalization. Furthermore, from an analysis of Fe I and Fe II lines, we obtained a microturbulence of ξ t = 0.6 ± 0.2 km s −1 and a projected rotational velocity of v sin i = 25 ± 2 km s −1 . The v sin i value determined in this investigation is higher by 10 km s −1 than the value derived by Catanzaro et al. (2010) from mid-resolution spectrum analysis. Fig. 1 illustrates the observed Hγ, Hβ and Hα lines and the synthetic profiles calculated for the final atmospheric parameters. The synthetic Hγ and Hβ lines fit the observations well. The discrepancy between the synthetic and observed core of Hα is the result of assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) in our analysis. For Hα, departures from LTE produce a deeper line-core and shallower wings (Mihalas 1972) . Nevertheless, the best fit to all three lines (respectively the wings in the case of Hα) yield similar values.
The radial velocity was determined comparing the observed spectrum to the synthetic one for the final atmospheric parameters and abundances. To this end, we compared various metal lines in the whole frame, after which an average value was calculated. From our spectrum, we derive RV = −4.2 ± 1.6 km s −1 which differs from the value derived by Catanzaro et al. (2010) (RV = +6.6 ± 1.0 km s −1 ). This may possibly point to the presence of a companion star. However, further RV measurements are necessary to tackle this question, which is beyond the scope of the present investigation.
The employed atmospheric models (1-dimensional, plane-parallel, hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium) were calculated with the ATLAS 9 code (Kurucz 2014) . The grid of models was calculated for effective temperatures from 10000 to 15000 K, with a step size of 100 K; surface gravities from 3.0 to 4.3 dex, with a step size of 0.1 dex; microturbulence velocities between 0.0 and 1.0 km s −1 ; and for metallicities [M/H] equal to 0.0, ±0.5 and ±1.0 dex. The synthetic spectra were computed with the Fortran SYN-THE code (Kurucz 2005) , which calculates intensity stellar spectra for a given model atmosphere under the assumption of LTE. Both codes have been ported to GNU/Linux by Sbordone (2005) . We used the line lists from the Fiorella Castelli website (Castelli 2016; introduced in Castelli & Hubrig 2004 ; line lists online accessed 01-October-2017). The atomic data available on the website were supplemented for the second and third spectra of the lanthanides with the data taken from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD, Kupka et al. 1999) , originally presented in the Data on Rare Earths At Mons University (DREAM) database (Biémont et al. 1999 ).
Chemical abundances
To derive the chemical abundance pattern of KIC 6128830, we analyzed the metal lines using spectrum synthesis, which relies on an efficient least-squares optimization algorithm (e.g. Niemczura et al. 2015) . In Table 1 Our abundance analysis fully confirms the chemical peculiarities indicated by the spectral classification. Fig. 3 compares the abundance pattern of KIC 6128830 to the abundance patterns of the two well-known CP3 stars HD 49606 (Catanzaro et al. 2016 ) and HD175640 (Castelli & Hubrig 2004 ). The atmospheric parameters of both these stars are similar to the values derived here for KIC 6128830. For HD 175640, Castelli & Hubrig (2004) derived T eff = 12000 K and log g = 3.95 dex from an analysis of Strömgren c 1 and β indices and assumed a microturbulence of ξ t = 0.0 km s −1 . For HD 49606, Catanzaro et al. (2016) obtained T eff = 13000 ± 150 K and log g = 3.80 ± 0.05 from Balmer line analysis; the value of ξ t was obtained from Fe lines as 0.3 +0.9 −0.0 km s −1 . HD 175640 is rotating very slowly at v sin i = 2.5 km s −1 (Castelli & Hubrig 2004) , whereas the projected rotational velocity of HD 49606 equals 19.0±0.5 km s −1 (Catanzaro et al. 2016) .
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The employed atmospheric models (1-dimensional, plane-parallel, hydrostatic and radiative equilibrium) were calculated with the ATLAS 9 code (Kurucz 2014) . The grid of models was calculated for effective temperatures from 10000 to 15000 K, with a step size of 100 K; surface gravities from 3.0 to 4.3 dex, with a step size of 0.1 dex; microturbulence velocities between 0.0 and 1.0 km s −1 ; and for metallicities [M/H] equal to 0.0, ±0.5 and ±1.0 dex. The synthetic spectra were computed with the Fortran SYNTHE code (Kurucz 2005) , which calculates intensity stellar spectra for a given model atmosphere under the assumption of LTE. Both codes have been ported to GNU/Linux by Sbordone (2005) . We used the line lists from Fiorella Castelli's website 3 that were introduced in Castelli & Hubrig (2004) . The lists were subsequently updated with data from Robert Kurucz's website 4 . The atomic data were supplemented for the second and third spectra of the lanthanides with the data taken from the Vienna Atomic Line Database (VALD, Kupka et al. 1999) , originally presented in the Data on Rare Earths At Mons University (DREAM) database (Biémont et al. 1999 ).
To derive the chemical abundance pattern of KIC 6128830, we analyzed the metal lines using spectrum synthesis, which relies on an efficient least-squares optimization algorithm (e.g. Niemczura et al. 2015) . In Table 1 and Fig. 2 , the obtained chemical abundances of KIC 6128830 have been compared with the photospheric solar values given by Asplund et al. (2009, hereafter AGSS09) .
Our abundance analysis fully confirms the chemical peculiarities indicated by the spectral classification. Fig. 3 compares the abundance pattern of KIC 6128830 to the abundance patterns of the two well-known CP3 stars HD 49606 (Catanzaro et al. 2016 ) and HD 175640 (Castelli & Hubrig 2004 ). The atmospheric parameters of both these stars are similar to the values derived here for KIC 6128830. For HD 175640, Castelli & Hubrig (2004) derived T eff = 12000 K and log g = 3.95 dex from an analysis of Strömgren c 1 and β indices and assumed a microturbulence of ξ t = 0.0 km s −1 . For HD 49606, Catanzaro et al. (2016) obtained T eff = 13000 ± 150 K and log g = 3.80 ± 0.05 from Balmer line analysis; the value of ξ t was obtained from Fe lines as 0.3 +0.9 −0.0 km s −1 . HD 175640 is rotating very slowly at v sin i = 2.5 km s −1 (Castelli & Hubrig 2004) , whereas the projected rotational velocity of HD 49606 equals 19.0 ± 0.5 km s −1 (Catanzaro et al. 2016) .
A detailed discussion of the abundance anomalies observed in CP3 stars has been given by Ghazaryan & Alecian served in CP3 stars has been given by Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016) , who present an exhaustive review of the recent literature. In the following, the peculiarities of KIC 6128830 are discussed in the light of this information.
The He lines in the spectrum of KIC 6128830 are weaker than for chemically-normal stars of the same effective temperature. Most He lines (λλ 4120, 4713, 5015, 5875, 6678) can be well modeled with LTE analysis and indicate a He abundance of 10.69 ± 0.05 dex ([He/H] = −0.24). The remaining He lines (λλ 4026, 4471 and 4921) are diffuse-series lines with overlapping forbidden components and have broad and blended wings that cannot be well reproduced with LTE analysis. (For a thorough discussion of the line-broadening theory of He lines, we refer the reader to Auer & Mihalas (1973) ). Przybilla et al. (2008) analysed the chemical composition of the hyper-velocity star HVS 7 with similar basic parameters to our target star (T eff = 12000 ± 500 K and log g = 3.8 ± 0.1). They compared LTE and non-LTE abundances of some elements, including He. Non-LTE and LTE abundances obtained from the weak He I lines show differences up to 0.3 dex, wherein the lower He abundance was derived from non-LTE analysis.
C, O and Ne abundances are close to the solar values (Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) , which is typical for CP3 stars. Likewise, the observed underabundances of Mg, Al, Si and S, and the near-solar abundance of Ca, agree well with the values obtained for similar stars (Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) . KIC 6128830 shows strongly enhanced P lines, which is another characteristic feature of CP3 stars, as is the observed odd-Z anomalous abundance pattern in the Si-P-S triplet. The obtained overabundance of Ne could be due to non-LTE effects (Dworetsky & Budaj 2000) .
In CP3 stars, the abundances of iron-peak elements are broadly scattered around the solar values. We found Fe to be slightly underabundant in KIC 6128830, and an odd-Z anomalous abundance pattern is observed in the CrMn-Fe triplet, which agrees with the expectations for CP3 stars (Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) . Sc is overabundant in MNRAS 000, 1-13 (2017) served in CP3 stars has been given by Ghazaryan & Alecian (2016) , who present an exhaustive review of the recent literature. In the following, the peculiarities of KIC 6128830 are discussed in the light of this information.
In CP3 stars, the abundances of iron-peak elements are broadly scattered around the solar values. We found Fe to be slightly underabundant in KIC 6128830, and an odd-Z anomalous abundance pattern is observed in the CrMn-Fe triplet, which agrees with the expectations for CP3 stars (Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) . Sc is overabundant in MNRAS 000, 1-13 (2017) Auer & Mihalas (1973) ). Przybilla et al. (2008) analysed the chemical composition of the hyper-velocity star HVS 7 with similar basic parameters to our target star (T eff = 12000 ± 500 K and log g = 3.8 ± 0.1). They compared LTE and non-LTE abundances of some elements, including He. Non-LTE and LTE abundances obtained from the weak He I lines show differences up to 0.3 dex, wherein the lower He abundance was derived from non-LTE analysis.
In CP3 stars, the abundances of iron-peak elements are broadly scattered around the solar values. We found Fe to be slightly underabundant in KIC 6128830, and an odd-Z anomalous abundance pattern is observed in the CrMn-Fe triplet, which agrees with the expectations for CP3 stars (Ghazaryan & Alecian 2016) . Sc is overabundant in KIC 6128830, but the value was obtained from the analysis of one weak blend only and should therefore be regarded with caution. Ti, Cr and Mn are overabundant, too; the Mn abundance is more than 2 dex higher than the solar value. An enhanced abundance of Cu is observed, in accordance with the expectations. Ga shows a significant enhancement by ∼ 3.8 dex. Typically, the Ga overabundance for HgMn stars reaches 4 dex. All the considered elements with Z > 30, namely Y, Xe, Gd and Hg are overabundant, which agrees with the results for other peculiar stars of this type. Finally, the Hg overabundance exceeds 5 dex.
In summary, our abundance analysis confirms that the abundance pattern of KIC 6128830 is fully consistent with the pattern of CP3 stars.
LIGHT CURVE ANALYSIS
The following sections give an overview over the data source and the employed methods of period analysis.
Kepler observations
The main aim of the Kepler mission is the detection of planets around other stars via the transit method, in order to determine the frequency of Earth-like planets in or near the habitable zone of Sun-like stars (Borucki et al. 2010) . The long, quasi-uninterrupted and ultra-precise Kepler time series are also used for asteroseismology, which allows us to probe the interior of stars and determine fundamental stellar properties that are otherwise extremely difficult to measure, such as stellar age (Aerts 2015) . For more information on the Kepler spacecraft, we refer to Borucki et al. (2010) and Koch et al. (2010) . Kepler Simple Aperture Photometry (SAP) data are known to suffer from strong instrumental trends (caused by e.g. aperture changes, long-term drifts and other effects), which are largely compensated for in the Pre-search Data Conditioned (PDC) flux (Jenkins et al. 2010; Murphy 2014) . Several algorithms are employed in this respect, such as 'msMAP', a wavelet-based, band-splitting framework for removing systematics (Stumpe et al. 2014) .
KIC 6128830 was observed by the Kepler satellite during quarters Q0 to Q17, which corresponds to a time span of ∼4 years (May 2, 2009 to May 11, 2013; 1470.462 days; duty cycle of 90.75 %). A total of 112,258 datapoints were collected, most of which (69,778 data points) were acquired in the long-cadence (LC; 29.4 min-sampling) mode (Jenkins et al. 2010 ). The remaining 42,480 data points were acquired during Q4 in the short-cadence (SC; ∼1 min-sampling) mode (Gilliland et al. 2010) . We downloaded the PDC data for KIC 6128830 from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST). 5
Data processing and frequency analysis
The data for KIC 6128830 suffer from instrumental trends and artefacts. For instance, changes in mean magnitude level are observed, in particular between the corresponding quarters. While these trends appear much reduced in the PDC flux, they are still significant and result in considerable noise at low frequencies. In order to augment this situation, low-order polynomials were fitted and subtracted to reduce the long-term trends. Furthermore, a few obviously outlying data points (N = 11) were removed by visual inspection. The resulting light curve, which was used as the basis for our frequency analysis, is shown in Figure 4 . In order to test the validity of our approach, the frequency analysis outlined below was repeated using the original dataset as input. While the low-frequency noise appears much reduced in the pre-processed dataset, no significant differences were found in the derived variability frequencies, which makes us confident of the applicability of our detrending procedure.
For the frequency analysis, the software package Period04 was employed, which uses discrete Fourier transformation and allows least-squares fitting of multiple frequencies to the data (Lenz & Breger 2005) . In order to extract all relevant frequencies, the data were searched for periodic signals and consecutively prewhitened with the most significant frequency. Periodogram features and phased light curves were visually inspected to prevent instrumental signals from contaminating our results.
An initial search in the range of 0 < f (d −1 ) < 50 was carried out to check for the presence of high-frequency signals. None were found, and the search range was subsequently restricted to 0 < f (d −1 ) < 2. After the identification of the two most significant peaks, the search range was restricted to 0.1 < f (d −1 ) < 2, in order to exclude the low-frequency noise and detect signals of lower amplitudes.
Kepler data for KIC 6128830 are indicative of a single significant and independent frequency, f 1 = 0.2065424 d −1 , boasting a S/N ratio of ∼186 and a peak-to-peak amplitude of ∼3.4 mmag. In addition to that, harmonic frequencies up to 5 f 1 are present. Our results, which are in complete agreement with the findings of Balona et al. (2011) (cf. in particular their Fig. 10 ), are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 5 . A phase plot illustrating the light variations with the fundamental frequency is provided in Fig. 6 . The fit curve, which has been calculated using the frequencies, amplitudes and corresponding phases derived with Period04 (cf. Table 2 mental artefacts or some other related phenomenon that has injected noise into the dataset. As indeed cautioned by several authors, the low-frequency features of Kepler data are poorly understood and frequencies below ∼0.2 d −1 should be regarded with caution (e.g. Balona et al. 2011) .
In addition to that, residual peaks of the fundamental frequency and its second harmonic are observed in the frequency spectra, which means that even after prewhitening for these frequencies, residual power is observed in the direct vicinity of the main peaks. As an example, the green arrow in panel (c) of Fig. 5 indicates the position of the residual peaks of the main frequency f 1 . A detailed view of the corresponding part of the amplitude spectrum is provided in the inset. We attribute the observed residual peaks to amplitude modulation of the photometric variability, which is clearly seen in the light curve and also visible in Fig. 4 . In order to investigate this phenomenon in more detail, a numerical analysis was performed. The data were divided into 20-day segments and the amplitude of the fundamental frequency f 1 and its second harmonic 2 f 1 were measured in each segment. The results are shown in Fig. 7 . The amplitudes of f 1 and 2 f 1 change by about 10% over the four years of Kepler coverage, but there is also additional large scatter on shorter timescales. Because a component of the amplitude modulation occurs on timescales longer than the time base of the data, and the observed shorter-timescale modulation is aperiodic, the amplitude modulation is not resolved into a triplet in the frequency spectra but results in the observed 'messy' residuals instead.
EVOLUTIONARY STATUS
Evolutionary models were calculated with the MESA code (Paxton et al. 2011 (Paxton et al. , 2013 (Paxton et al. , 2015 , and the MIST configuration files (Dotter 2016; Choi et al. 2016) were used in the computations. For all models, the OPAL opacity tables (Iglesias & Rogers 1996) have been employed. We included exponential overshooting from the hydrogen-burning convective core with the parameter f ov = 0.016 (Herwig 2000) . Rotational velocities at Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) were of the order of 36-39 km s −1 , depending on the model. Fig. 8 illustrates the log g vs. T eff (Kiel) diagram indicating the position of KIC 6128830 and the corresponding error box. Metallicity Z = 0.015, initial H abundance X = 0.7 and He abundance Y = 0.285 were assumed. Models have been calculated for masses M = 4.0 M , M = 4.5 M and M = 5.0 M . Rotational velocities at the surface were adjusted to be consistent with the observed value of v sin i = 25 ±2 km s −1 . Models were calculated employing the AGSS09 mixture of chemical elements (solid blue lines) and the peculiar composition of KIC 6128830 (mixKIC6128830; dashed red lines), as determined via our abundance analysis (cf. Section 2.4). In the case of missing information for some elements (e.g. N, Ar, Cl), we resorted to AGSS09 values in the calculation of the mixKIC6128830 models. As can be clearly seen, the effect of chemical composition is quite significant.
From our spectroscopic abundance analysis, we have derived X = 0.816, Y = 0.159 and Z = 0.025. Evolutionary tracks calculated with this chemical composition are indicated by the dashed red lines in Fig. 9 . As expected for a CP3 star, the derived He abundance is low, and we have explored models based on different values of Y in order to study the He abundance effect. In Fig. 9 , we also plotted models calculated with Y = 0.275, spectroscopicallydetermined metallicity Z = 0.025, and standard hydrogen abundance X = 0.7 (solid blue lines). It can be seen that evolutionary tracks for lower values of Y are significantly shifted towards lower effective temperatures, which in turn yields much higher masses for KIC 6128830. In addition, a lower He abundance prolongs the main-sequence evolutionary phase. For an assumed standard chemical compositions (X = 0.7, Y = 0.285, Z = 0.015, Fig. 8 The differences in He abundance from spectroscopy and our models can be explained by atomic diffusion. The spectroscopically derived chemical abundances correspond to photospheric values that have been significantly modified; He has gravitationally settled towards the core, leaving an observed underabundance at the surface. The internal composition of the star, however, is different and should not deviate much from primordial composition, i.e. the He abundance will be higher and in keeping with big-bang nucleosynthesis and galactic chemical evolution. Obviously then, considerable uncertainty surrounds Y and the derived mass but we strongly favour a value of 4.5 M . In order to encompass all possible situations, we have considered different chemical compositions during the stellar pulsation analysis (cf. Section 5).
We conclude that the star is most likely near the end of the main-sequence evolutionary phase. The mass deduced from the Kiel diagrams depends significantly on the assumed He abundance and varies from about 4.5M for Y = 0.275 to about 6M for Y = 0.159. We strongly favour the former mass value.
PULSATION MODELS
In order to check whether the observed variability frequency f 1 can be explained by g-mode pulsation typical of an SPB star, we calculated pulsation models. We used the recently developed non-adiabatic pulsation code written by one of us (PW), which as yet remains unpublished and uses the traditional approximation of rotation (Lee & Saio 1997; Townsend 2003a,b; Dziembowski et al. 2007; DaszynskaDaszkiewicz et al. 2007) . Differential rotation was also included in our computations. The rotational velocity profiles were provided by the MESA evolution code, which takes into account angular momentum transport (treated in a diffusion approximation, Endal & Sofia 1978; Pinsonneault et al. 1989; Heger et al. 2000 ).
Some differences with respect to the models of Turcotte & Richard (2003) and Alecian et al. (2009) deserve note. Whereas the models employed by these investigators include the effects of atomic diffusion and radiative levitation, our models consider the effects of diffusion but not radiative levitation. Including radiative levitation may slightly increase the instability of the calculated modes through the accumulation of iron (and iron group elements) in the pulsational driving zone. Furthermore, Alecian et al. (2009 ) used the Dziembowski (1977 code, which is only partially nonadiabatic. While the outer layers are calculated fully nonadiabatically, the central regions are modeled through quasiadiabatic approximation (which is, of course, appropriate in the case of main-sequence stars). In contrast, our calculations are fully nonadiabatic in the entire star model. As pointed out above, we also use the traditional approximation of rotation and consider differential rotation. The resulting effect on the models will, however, be small since our object of interest rotates slowly. In summary, except for the handling of radiative levitation, we do not see any significant differences and expect that our results are qualitatively comparable to the computations of the aformentioned investigators.
The typical rotational velocity profile of our models is shown in Fig. 10 , where we plot the rotational frequency (in units s −1 ) as a function of temperature for models calculated with the two different chemical compositions employed above (AGSS09 and mixKIC6128830). Our predictions indicate that the core of the star rotates much faster than the envelope, which has an important effect on pulsation models. Fig. 11 illustrates the normalized instability parameter, η, as a function of the frequency ν. The η parameter measures the net energy gained by a mode during the pulsational cycle (Stellingwerf 1978) . If η > 0, then the corresponding mode is excited in a model. We have investigated dipole modes ( = 1) with various azimuthal numbers, m = −1, m = 0 and m = 1, which indicate, respectively, the retrograde mode, the axisymmetric mode and the prograde mode. The vertical line indicates f 1 . A solar chemical composition (AGSS09) has been assumed for the models presented in the left panel of Fig. 11 , while the right panel illustrates the results using the peculiar composition of our target star (mix-KIC6128830). Both models have been calculated assuming metallicity Z = 0.015, mass M = 4.5M and similar values of log T eff ∼ 4.114 and log g ∼ 3.6. We note that the adopted value of log g is 0.1 dex higher than the spectroscopicallyderived value. It was chosen because the star is most likely near the end of the main-sequence evolutionary phase, which ends at log g ∼ 3.6 for these models. The radii of models are R = 5.56R (AGSS09 composition) and R = 5.75R (mixKIC6128830 composition). There is a small difference in evolutionary phase between the models. The later model finds the star situated at the Terminal Age Main Sequence (TAMS), while the former is just near that phase (see Fig. 8 ).
As can be clearly seen, the highest instability occurs for retrograde modes, followed by a strong instability for the axisymmetric modes; prograde modes are effectively damped by the differential rotation. We can see obvious mode trapping caused by the peculiar chemical composition and angular momentum gradients near the convective core.
The intrinsic peculiar mixture of chemical elements observed in KIC 6128830 slightly increases the instability parameter of retrograde and axisymmetric modes. This is caused mainly by the relatively high abundances of Fe and Mn, which effectively raise the opacity in the driving zones. In Fig. 12 , a comparison of the opacity coefficients for the models presented in Fig. 11 is given. As has been pointed out above, the prograde modes are damped more strongly in the model calculated with the mixKIC6128830 abundances because of the higher rotational velocity of the core (see Fig. 10 ).
The observed, low abundance of He also has significant effect on pulsation models. In the left panel of Fig. 13 , we have plotted the instability parameter for the model calculated with mixKIC6128830, He abundance Y = 0.159, H abundance X = 0.816 and metallicity Z = 0.025. Model mass and radius are M = 6.0M and R = 6.99R , respectively. It becomes obvious that the range of unstable modes is wider than in case of the models shown in Fig. 11 . Furthermore, the maximum value of the instability parameter is higher. In order to study the He abundance effect, we have investigated a model with the same metallicity, i.e. Z = 0.025, but with higher He abundance Y = 0.275 and standard hydrogen abundance X = 0.7. Model mass and radius are M = 5.17M and R = 6.70R , respectively. This model is shown in the right panel of Fig. 13 . Both models occupy similar positions in the Kiel diagram with log T eff ∼ 4.114 and log g ∼ 3.6. The main difference lies in the values of the η parameter of the prograde modes, which are lower in the case of higher He abundance. Again, this is caused by the faster rotation of the convective core in the model with increased He abundance.
Since there is just one independent frequency, which -anticipating our results -we interpret as being due to a non-pulsational origin, we decided to search for a metallicity value at which pulsation would be suppressed. It turns out that this applies only for a metallicity smaller than Z = 0.005. This is a rather small value, more appropriate for the Magellanic Clouds than for a star from the Milky Way.
In summary, our models predict that g-mode pulsational instability occurs both in the case of assuming standard solar chemical composition (AGSS09) as well as the peculiar composition of KIC 6128830 (mixKIC6128830) and exists for a wide range of metallicities.
DISCUSSION
The present work unambiguously identifies KIC 6128830 as a bona-fide CP3 star (cf. Section 2.4). As has been pointed out, very few examples of photometric variations in CP3 stars are known from ground-based observations. This picture is now slowly changing, and the advent of space-based photometry provides the opportunity for the first precise characterizations of variability in this group of stars. However, there is no concensus yet as to what causes the observed light changes in CP3 stars. Pulsational variability has been postulated from theoretical considerations, but recent studies have favoured rotational modulation as the underlying mechanism of the observed variations (cf. Sect. 1). However, no concensus has as yet been reached. In the case of our target star, arguments can be made in favour of either interpretation. Temperature-wise, KIC 6128830 falls clearly into the SPB instability domain (Szewczuk & Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz 2017) . The star is in a rather advanced evolutionary state, though, and the errors on T eff and log g are non-negligible (cf. e.g. Fig. 8 ). Calculations indicate that the SPB instability strip generally ends close to the TAMS (Szewczuk & Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz 2017) . However, assuming our target is a mainsequence star, it should still lie well within the SPB instability domain. More importantly, our calculations indicate the occurrence of g-mode pulsations for a wide range of input parameters (Sect. 5). The observed variability frequency f 1 = 0.2065424 d −1 is situated in the middle of the theoretical frequency instability range. From theoretical considerations, we therefore expect g-mode pulsation typical of an SPB star in KIC 6128830.
To distinguish rotational and pulsational variability, it is helpful to investigate the frequency spectra of the corresponding stars. Many pulsating variables, like the SPB or γ Dor stars, exhibit multiple independent periods and quite different frequency spectra from rotating variables. For instance, harmonics of pulsation modes are expected only when the amplitude is large, and large-amplitude variability tends to coincide with multiperiodicity. On the other hand, harmonics are a consequence of localized spots and therefore a characteristic of the frequency spectra of rotating variables (Balona et al. 2015 ; cf. also Hümmerich et al. 2016 , in particular their Fig. 3) .
Only one significant and independent frequency has been identified in our target star, which exhibits strictly monoperiodic variability throughout the four years of Kepler coverage. In addition, corresponding harmonics up to 5 f 1 are present (cf. Section 3.2). It is hard to reconcile this result with the presence of pulsational variability; in fact, the observed frequency spectrum of KIC 6128830 (Fig. 5) is decidedly not like that of a pulsational variable.
SPB stars, in particular, are notoriously multiperiodic. In their investigation of ten new SPB star candidates discovered in Hipparcos data, Mathias et al. (2001) identify monoperiodic light variability in one star of their sample, HD 28114. However, this result has been based on 56 measurements only, and the authors caution that, quite probably, additional frequencies will be revealed in photometry of higher precision. Other monoperiodic SPB candidates were later reclassified as CP stars, i.e. rotational variables . The advent of ultra-precise photometry from space (as provided by e.g. the CoRoT and Kepler missions) has revolutionized the field, and multiple frequencies are routinely found for SPB variables (Balona et al. 2011; McNamara et al. 2012) . In fact, the presence of multiple frequencies is commonly used as a criterion to distinguish SPB stars from rotating variables (e.g. McNamara et al. 2012) . In the aforementioned studies, all SPB stars identified in Kepler data exhibit multiple frequencies, often also in the β Cephei star realm, in which case they are classified as SPB/β Cep hybrid pulsators. To sum up, we are unaware of the existence of any monoperiodic SPB variables. The observed v sin i value and the model radii are compatible with the rotational modulation scenario. Furthermore, the strictly monoperiodic nature of the photometric variability in KIC 6128830, as well as the presence of multiple harmonics in the frequency spectrum, provide strong evidence in favour of a rotational origin. This is in line with the results of several recent investigations that have identified monoperiodic variability in CP3 stars, too (cf. Section 1).
Interestingly, amplitude modulation on short and long timescales is present in the light curve of KIC 6128830, the interpretation and origin of which remains unclear. In Section 3.2 we showed that the amplitudes of f 1 and 2 f 1 change by about 10% over the four years of Kepler coverage. Additional, aperiodic scatter on shorter timescales is also present.
The short-term amplitude modulation is clearly seen in the light curve and certainly not the result of an error in our analysis. However, spot sizes are definitely not expected to modulate on timescales of days, and we have not yet identified the physical cause of this puzzling phenomenon.
The long-term amplitude modulation is obvious in the first ∼300 days of Kepler coverage, after which it becomes less pronounced. In order to investigate its reality, we (re)calculated our results using both our detrended data and data processed with the msMAP pipeline and obtained at the Kepler Asteroseismic Science Operations Centre (KASOC) 6 . The trend is seen in both data sources. We can therefore rule out that our detrending procedure is at the root of the observed long-term changes.
We cannot exclude that it is due to systematic effects in the Kepler data, although -to the best of our knowledge and according to our experience -there is no artefact causing amplitude modulation on these timescales. Changes in the amount of flux captured in the aperture might be a viable explanation. This, however, usually happens on the very different timescale of one Kepler quarter (∼91 d), and is corrected for quite well in the msMAP reductions. Furthermore, the pulsation amplitude is not a monotonically decreasing function of time (Fig. 7) , nor is it periodic with the Kepler roll period, which together argue against CCD deterioration as the cause of any amplitude modulation. Building on the available evidence, we therefore favour the hypothesis that the long-term amplitude modulation is intrinsic to the variability pattern of the star. Several studies (e.g. Kochukhov et al. 2007 ) have reported secular evolution of the abundance inhomogeneities observed in CP3 stars, and it is intriguing to surmise that, perhaps, the observed long-term amplitude changes are in fact the photometric manifestation of this phenomenon. At Kepler precision, this certainly seems plausible. Of course, only long-term photometric and spectroscopic monitoring will be able to shed more light on the origin of the observed long-term amplitude changes.
CONCLUSION
We have carried out a detailed spectroscopic and photometric investigation of the candidate CP3 star KIC 6128830. Our detailed abundance analysis confirms the star's status as a bona-fide CP3 star. We have investigated the photometric variability of our target star using the available 4-yr Kepler data. In agreement with the findings of Balona et al. (2011) , we have identified a single significant and independent frequency f 1 = 0.2065424 d −1 and harmonic frequencies up to 5 f 1 .
We have discussed our results in detail, with the aim of investigating the origin of the observed light variations. Unfortunately, with the available material, we are unable to settle this question conclusively. In our opinion, the argument with the most weight is the completely monoperiodic nature of the light variations, which is typical of a rotational variable and not to be expected in a pulsating star -in particular not in an SPB star, which have proven to be multiperiodic objects in all other Kepler data. We therefore favour a rotational origin of the observed light changes. Phase-resolved high-resolution spectroscopy is needed to settle this question conclusively, which we herewith strongly encourage. The resolution of this issue is of considerable interest and will provide constraints and tests for pulsation models as well as contribute to the understanding of the nature of CP3 stars and their photometric variability.
